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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Transforming the tourism industry into a force for GOOD

This year has been many things for GOOD Travel, but most importantly it has been a

year of learning, reflection and advocacy. One of our organisation's core values has

always been continuous learning and this year has demonstrated the power of this

value both in terms of our own learning as a team as well as our role in inspiring others

to learn with us.

 

 Our learning has been inspired by our research as well as the GOOD Awaits podcast.

Co-created with New Zealand Awaits and thought-leaders in regenerative tourism, our

podcast was established as a platform for collective discovery. It has helped us to

reconnect with our vision and implement tangible changes in how we operate our trips

through our Commitment to GOOD as well as individual commitments for each trip.

The podcast has also enabled us to bring the voices of 10 leaders in regenerative

tourism in New Zealand to listeners in over 60 countries.

 

In-line with our focus on learning and reflection, we begin this year's report by sharing

a selection of thought-provoking quotes from our podcast, e-books and blog. We then

go on to share our 2021 impact and achievements. 

 

Thank you for your ongoing support. We have deeply missed travelling with you this

year and we are excited to see you again in 2022!

 

~ The GOOD Travel Team
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O U R  S O M M

Transforming the tourism industry into a force for GOOD

This year we looked closely at the impact we had before the pandemic and whether this

was in line with the type of GOOD we want to have in the tourism industry and in the

world. We saw we needed to define this, for ourselves and also our travellers and

partners. 

So we developed our Commitment to GOOD. In this statement, we define what GOOD

Tourism means to us and how we aim to create GOOD experiences. We outline what

we believe a better tourism industry looks like and what measures we take to help

create it. We outline our commitments in environmental, social and economic

sustainability.

We expect our work to keep changing, as new research comes out, as new technologies

are put in place, and new disruptions impact the tourism industry but our

Commitment to GOOD helps to drive our work and to offer transparency - and

hopefully inspiration - to our travellers, partners and tourism businesses.

A key new development for us is the calculation of the carbon footprint of each of our

trips and the communication of this to our travellers. Our main aim is to reduce our

emissions where possible and in the areas where we can't reduce, we offset. Our goal is

for tourism to be restorative and as new information and tools become available to

make that possible, we will embrace them.

In 2022, our aim is to develop Pledges for our travellers as well as our partners and the

tourism businesses we work with. These pledges will ensure that we all share - and are

committed to - the same vision for the tourism industry.

Read our Commitment to GOOD here.

OUR COMMITMENT
TO GOOD
What does GOOD Tourism look like?

http://www.good-travel.org/commitment-to-good


REFLECTIONS
FROM 2021
Quotes from GOOD Travel's team and contributors
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"We're starting to ask for community
well-being as the primary deliverable
of tourism, and really, why would you
do it otherwise? Why would you invite
people over if what you're left with is

a worse condition than when they first
arrived?" 

~ Michelle Holiday, GOOD Awaits
podcast

 

"The only way we’re going to
survive and thrive on planet Earth is

if we start to live in harmony with
nature, live according to her limits

[...] and the only way we can do that
is as communities and in places"
~ Anna Pollock, GOOD Awaits

podcast

"The paradigms and mindsets that
dominated tourism prior to COVID-19 can

no longer help us. A new paradigm is
needed, and a regenerative tourism model

based in indigenous wisdom and living
systems theory is the greatest hope tourism
has for navigating the uncertain future and

contributing to thriving communities."
~ Josie Major, GOOD Travel

"We have a vision for a tourism industry
where travellers make informed decisions

that drive positive change, where our planet
is not only protected but regenerated, where

we support host communities to thrive,
where opportunities for access into the

tourism industry are equitable for everyone,
and where experiences are designed so that

global citizenship is cultivated."
~ The GOOD Travel team



2021
SNAPSHOT
Key achievements from 2021 in numbers

S N A P S H O T  -  I N  N U M B E R S

800 HOURS
DONATED

Our team donated over 800 hours to

further GOOD Travel's vision to

transform the tourism industry into

a force for GOOD.

7
LIVE EVENTS

We presented at 7 live events for

university students, international

development professionals, social

entrepreneurs and tourism

practitioners.
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43,000
PEOPLE REACHED ONLINE

Through our website, social media

and events, we reached an estimated

43,000 people with key messages

about sustainable, ethical and

responsible tourism.  

4
ACADEMIC PUBLICATIONS

We co-authored 4 academic

publications, including a book

chapter and 3 journal articles.

14
BLOG ARTICLES

We published 14 blog articles on

topics ranging from  how youth can

be GOOD travellers to tourism and

human rights. Our blog reached an 

 estimated 9,200 readers.

11
MEDIA & INDUSTRY FEATURES

We were featured in 11 media and

industry outlets ranging from CNN

Travel to Sustainable Brands.

http://good-travel.org/blog
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Key achievements from 2021 in images
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Season 1 of the GOOD Awaits podcast had
over 2,900 downloads from over 60 countries
and resulted in the publication of an article in

the Journal of Tourism Futures. We are
thrilled to have been awarded a grant from

UNESCO to help fund season 2.

We formed a new partnership with GO
Rentals, which means that our Go Electric Eco
Tour in New Zealand can now be experienced

in a Tesla! Our Go Electric project has
provided free marketing for 13 tourism

businesses leading the way in sustainable
tourism in New Zealand. 

Our work has been featured in numerous
media articles including Stuff Travel and

CNN Travel, enabling us to expand our reach.
We have also published our work in academic
publications including Tourism Management

Perspectives and the Journal of Tourism
Futures.

We have begun to relaunch trips for 2022,
including trips to Iceland, Peru and Fiji. We are

proud to have further strengthened our
commitment to GOOD by including

destination-specific commitments to GOOD as
outlined on page 2.

https://goodawaits.podbean.com/
https://www.good-travel.org/go-electric-eco-tour
https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/127304624/covid19-experts-call-on-kiwis-to-be-better-tourists-as-pacific-reopens
https://www.good-travel.org/blog/good-travel-trips-are-back-and-even-better
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Exploring best practice in GOOD tourism

National destination pledges: Visitor

management through emotional

engagement, commitment and

interpretation

It has been a privilege to continue working

with Dr Julia Albrecht at the University of

Otago. Following our research into national

destination pledges (Icelandic Pledge, Palau

Pledge, Sustainable Finland Pledge and the

Tiaki Promise) we were thrilled to publish

an article in Tourism Management

Perspectives. We are also currently

working together to explore the idea of

developing a global travel pledge for

children, by children.

Read Tourism Management Perspectives

article

Travel during childhood: Children's

perceptions of how contact with host

communities influences their sense of

global citizenship

Our co-founder, Eliza Raymond, began her

PhD this year at Victoria University of

Wellington with a Wellington Doctoral

Scholarship and a Graduate Women New

Zealand Fellowship. Her research focuses

on children aged 10-13 and how their past

travel experiences have shaped their sense

of global citizenship. She will begin data

collection next year and looks forward to

turning her findings into practical

resources for children and their families.

Read more more about Eliza's research

here

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2211973621001070
https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/som/research/phd/tour/eliza-raymond
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E V E N T  H I G H L I G H T S

Learning, connecting and sharing with tourism influencers

Women's empowerment through

travel

 

We were honoured to be represented

by our co-founder, Shelley Bragg,

alongside Dr. Jane Goodall in an

event, which gave practical advice to

young women looking to start a

career in sustainability and gain

valuable experience through travel.

Thank you to WildChina Travel for

coordinating this event.

Watch the event recording here.

Re-imagining Pacific tourism post-

pandemic

Our co-founder, Eliza Raymond,

represented GOOD Travel at a

Council for International

Development event discussing the

future of Pacific tourism post-

pandemic. She called for visitors to

the Pacific to place the well-being of

those they visit at the centre of their

travel planning and decision-making.

Watch the event recording here

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=c2D-XKh9EF8&t=369s&pp=2AHxApACAQ%3D%3D
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=c2D-XKh9EF8&t=369s&pp=2AHxApACAQ%3D%3D
https://www.cid.org.nz/events/upcoming/re-imagining-pacific-tourism-post-pandemic/date/137/2021-12-16/2021-12-16
https://travalyst.org/the-travalyst-global-summit/
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M E D I A  H I G H L I G H T S

Inspiring and enabling travellers to have a positive impact

Covid-19: Experts call on Kiwis to be

better tourists as Pacific reopens,

Stuff Travel

https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/127304

624/covid19-experts-call-on-kiwis-to-

be-better-tourists-as-pacific-reopens 

Josie Major and Debbie Clarke: Deep

Dive into Thoughtful Travel

The Thoughtful Travel Podcast

https://omny.fm/shows/the-

thoughtful-travel-podcast-1/262-

josie-major-and-debbie-clarke-deep-

dive-into-t

Unpacking Conversations of

Sustainable Travel

The RISE Traveler Podcast

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcas

t/beyond-bucket-list-positive-impact-

while-traveling/id1551396105?

i=1000516507159

Tourism podcast focuses on

regenerative tourism

Tourism Industry Aotearoa

https://sustainabletourism.nz/inspirat

ion/member-news/tourism-podcast-

focuses-on-regenerative-tourism

Back to Life’ Program Seeds

Regenerative Tourism Framework in

New Zealand

Sustainable Brands

https://sustainablebrands.com/read/d

efining-the-next-economy/back-to-

life-program-seeds-regenerative-

tourism-framework-in-new-zealand

Do you promise to be a better

tourist? These places want it in

writing

CNN Travel

https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/

better-tourist-pledges-

places/index.html

https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/127304624/covid19-experts-call-on-kiwis-to-be-better-tourists-as-pacific-reopens
https://www.stuff.co.nz/travel/127304624/covid19-experts-call-on-kiwis-to-be-better-tourists-as-pacific-reopens
https://omny.fm/shows/the-thoughtful-travel-podcast-1/262-josie-major-and-debbie-clarke-deep-dive-into-t
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/beyond-bucket-list-positive-impact-while-traveling/id1551396105?i=1000516507159
https://sustainabletourism.nz/inspiration/member-news/tourism-podcast-focuses-on-regenerative-tourism
https://sustainablebrands.com/read/defining-the-next-economy/back-to-life-program-seeds-regenerative-tourism-framework-in-new-zealand
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/better-tourist-pledges-places/index.html
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Advocating for a complete rethink of our the tourism industry

GOOD Awaits podcast

"Your podcast and a cup of tea is all I

need to start my day motivated and

wanting to continue working on what

I believe in. Listening to what other

people do, makes me feel that I am

part of something bigger, it makes me

feel connected in my purpose."

~ Podcast listener

Our GOOD Awaits podcast received

over 2,900 downloads bringing the

voices of 10 leaders in regenerative

tourism in New Zealand to listeners

in over 60 countries. It also resulted

in the publication of an article in the

Journal of Tourism Futures. 

Listen to the podcast here

Download the article here

University workshops and events

We've always enjoyed speaking with

tourism and social entrepreneurship

students about GOOD Travel, and this

year was no exception. From Italy to

Vanuatu, Zoom has made it easier

than ever to advocate across borders

for a more regenerative and

innovative tourism industry. 

This year, we spoke to university

students on topics ranging from

authenticity in tourism to how the

travel and tourism business been

transforming itself from industry to a

social changemaker. 

Request a GOOD Travel speaker

https://goodawaits.podbean.com/
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/JTF-09-2021-0233/full/html
https://www.good-travel.org/contact-us
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R E S O U R C E  H I G H L I G H T S

Developing sustainable and regenerative travel resources

New eGuides

We launched two new eGuides this

year. Beyond the Bucket List is designed

to support GOOD travellers with

moving beyond the bucket list

mentality to seek out slower and more

meaningful experiences. Our Go Electric

Eco Tour eGuide, developed in

partnership with Eco Villa, makes it

fun, easy and meaningful for travellers

to try out an electric vehicle in the

central South Island of Aotearoa New

Zealand.

Youth travel

Youth make up a large percentage of

the global travellers each year and have

the potential to transform the tourism

industry into a force for GOOD. GOOD

Travel Intern, Anna Blackmon,

researched the importance of the youth

travel market and how youth travellers

could become GOOD travellers. Her

internship resulted in a blog post with

tips for youth on how to be GOOD

travellers including a fun and

educational video.

View all our free resources

https://www.good-travel.org/good-travel-resources
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